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Abstract 

The global online gambling is a huge market. Related data reveal that the regulated online 

gambling market value reaches up to USD 50 billion at least and the amount of the unregulated one 

is even 10 times of the former. However, due to the centralized operation of the online gambling 

platform, non-transparent calculation and covert operation make both users/players and 

governmental institutions in the special zone of gambling suffer the loss. Simultaneously, a platform 

mode able to promote innovation cannot be provided because there is no open, fair and transparent 

market access mode. Both application developers and the whole industry fall victim. 

To tackle the above problems, EnGameChain rises. Based on the blockchain technology, it is 

a distributed gambling entertainment platform adopting smart contract mode to guarantee the 

fairness of game and innovatively combining "open, fair and impartial" feature in the blockchain 

technology with online games. The problems in the traditional operation of games such as black-

box operation, non-transparent numerical algorithm and imbalanced position of players are solved 

completely. EnGameChain is operated in a way of open platform. Users can have fair, impartial and 

transparent access to the platform anywhere. 

EnGameChain team boasts strong resources of gambling industry and has maintained a good 

relationship with the regulators in the special zone. It grows out of the mature game entertainment 

internet company helping it grasp second-to-none online entertainment application group and user 

group in southern China. Relying on the blockchain technology team that enjoys a high reputation 

in the industry, it has enough strength to bind the online gambling entertainment industry chain 

through the application of the blockchain. 

With superior resources in all aspects of market, industry, team and users as well as unique 
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main chain and token system design, EnGameChain team puts forward a brand new vision of the 

online gambling entertainment industry. This white paper will elaborate mode design presenting the 

project, technical proposal and development planning. 
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1. Why do we need EnGameChain? 

1.1 Industrial background 

The recently released Annual Report on World Gambling Industry by Global Betting & Gaming 

Consultants displays that the revenue of global gambling industry in 2017 exceeded USD 450 billion. 

Asia is the largest market among them. The revenue of global gambling industry is expected to 

reach USD 525 billion in 2019. However, the report of Digi-Capital reveals that market size of 

global game industry exceeded USD 108.9 billion, year-on-year growth of 7.8%, annual average 

compound growth of 6.2%. 

As the composite market of gambling and game, the scale of online gambling market reached 

USD 50 billion in 2017 with a year-on-year growth of 10% and annual average compound growth 

rate of 10.8%. It is expected to reach USD 82 billion in 2022. Europe has the largest global online 

gambling market and the Netherlands and other countries have unveiled new rules just for online 

gambling. Apart from Macau, the Philippines, Vietnam and other countries in Asia are becoming 

new special zones of gambling. At present, more than 80 countries in the world have legalized online 

gambling. 

Many research institutions estimate that the online gambling entertainment industry will reach 

USD 100 billion in the next five years. 

 

Statistic data source: Internet, Newzoo and Report on Global Online Gambling Market 
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1.2 Industrial pain points 

Although the online gambling entertainment industry is under the rapid development, it cannot 

be denied that the online gambling entertainment platforms in the present market are centralized 

game platforms with fatal flaws. These flaws inevitably have troubled all participants in the industry 

from users, developers, to regional management organizations. Some of these drawbacks are 

directly caused due to technological reasons and others are indirectly caused by created rent-seeking 

space due to technical restriction. These drawbacks will seriously impede industrial development 

and are also the reasons that the online gambling is castigated by official institutions. 

1.2.1 User dimension 

Platform problems 

In the centralized online gambling entertainment platform, information is not transparent. It is 

inevitable that many platforms squeeze money from users by manipulating the games through fraud, 

parameter control, conspiracy and other undesirable methods. To make matter worse, most of these 

problems cannot be traced . The reliability is always a huge pain point of the online gambling. On 

the other hand, the social circle formed in traditional application of the online gambling 

entertainment is closed and relies on a centralized platform. Once users leave the game temporarily 

for various reasons, they will be faced with such risks as loss of social circle and investment. 

Agent problems 

Many online gambling entertainment platforms adopt offline agent teams to make exchange of 

platform chips. The replacement of agents and even their disappearance leave users unguaranteed. 

The exchange is offline behavior based on trust rather than true contract under the majority of 

scenarios. It is difficult to control its timeliness. 

1.2.2 Agent dimension 

For offline exchange agents, traditional online gambling entertainment platforms have a single 

revenue source, i.e. service fee. The management risk of payment days exists between the agent and 

the gambling entertainment platforms. Simultaneously, multiple chips exchange system 

management is tedious and prone to error if the agent connects with many online platforms. 
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1.2.3 Platform dimension 

Technical dilemma 

Most gambling entertainment platforms use traditional Internet technologies, so they often 

encounter the risks such as abnormal shutdown of games, abnormity of physical server and being 

attacked. These risks will affect the users’ experience of the application per se and cause loss of 

users. 

Operating dilemma 

On the one hand, users have no effective screening mechanisms in the unevenly-developed 

application market of the online gambling and a large number of phenomena of “bad currencies 

drive out good ones” exist. On the other hand, multiple applications under many online gambling 

entertainment platforms are dominated by various channels and agents. The universal gambling 

chips cannot be exchanged between multiple applications. Users cannot enter into other applications 

through the second conversion. 

The operating impediment mentioned above makes the platforms difficult to concentrate on 

providing high quality content, which is a severe problem for the market. 

1.2.4 Regulatory dimension 

Traditional centralized operation of the online gambling entertainment platform has a huge 

difficulty in regulatory cost and technology. The regulatory agencies in the special zone of the 

gambling cannot eliminate some profiteers who use non-transparent platform design to seek rent 

from users either. In addition, the centralized operation of the gambling platform also leads to 

difficulty in regulating its revenue and accounts. And tax evasion exists. For this situation, 

competent regulators also have no effective measures.. 

1.3 Solutions: EnGameChain 

EnGameChain will adopt new-type blockchain technologies to fundamentally solve various 

pain points existing in the present gambling industry through “Trustless” in combination with 

masterly designed token system. EnGameChain will realize the establishment of open platform of 

the online gambling application on the blockchain based on the application clusters and users of the 
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gambling entertainment and offline resources of special zone of the gambling grasped by the team. 

In brief, the advantages of using the blockchain as a solution are as below: 

1. Guarantee users’ benefit: The data saved on the blockchain cannot be tampered. It is 

dependable, checkable and verifiable. The black box is avoided. Along with the use of “SDK” 

created independently by the platform, the application data on the platform is enabled real-time and 

dependable. Consequently, the entirely fair game results are realized. 

2. Improve user experience: Users can access platform more conveniently without worries. 

The competitive mechanism of the platform helps users effectively choose the application as well. 

3. Reduce the costs of operation and maintenance: The use of smart contract makes the 

process simplified and also greatly decreases the costs of human operation and maintenance. 

Besides the innovative technology, EnGameChain has a strong compatibility in the design. It 

can faultlessly give consideration to digital asset users and non-digital asset users who carry out the 

activity of the gambling entertainment simultaneously by accessing EnGameChain. As a result, the 

existing operation system of the online gambling entertainment industry is not struck destructively 

either and the best seamless upgrade is made to the existing market players. 

Users of EnGameChain can use digital assets such as BTC, ETH and EGC provided by the 

platform to make payment and bet on the game in the application of the platform, thus obtaining 

awards. EnGameCoin (EGC) is a digital economic behavior of measuring and embodying 

EnGameChain platform and a circulation medium of value as well. Making use of the issued token 

--- EGC, the platform establishes a complete ecological system among each subject of the whole 

industrial chain including users, channels, applications, agents and foundations to enable each 

different subject to generate different applications around EGC and obtain a benefit from the 

platform. The concrete details will be elaborated in the following chapters. 
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2. What is EnGameChain? 

Main chain of EnGameChain, composed of the online gambling + games (such as Texas 

Hold’em Poker, BlackJack, Baccarat and Three-card Monte), is an application implementation 

platform based on smart contract of the blockchain. Its original intention is to guarantee fairness, 

impartiality, security and convenience of the game and provide it with technical support and 

entertainment channel. Decentralization can obscure the inherent concept of the gambling, 

providing open source system for the use and participation of various game developers. 

EnGameChain aims to create a public chain reforming the online entertainment and gambling 

industry. First, the decentralized technology of the blockchain can challenge trust system problem 

of the traditional gambling platform and eliminate credit boundary and rent-seeking space existing 

in various ends, enabling all transaction behavior to be transparent. The consensus mechanism of 

the blockchain is used as operating medium to enable the platform, bookkeeping of various ends in 

the industrial chain, conversion, clearance and settlement and deadline management to be operated 

efficiently. In order to avoid the increase of users’ uncertainty caused by monetary fluctuation of 

main chain, the project also designs a unique token system. 

2.1 Introduction to public chain 

EnGameChain, initiated and developed dominantly by EnGameChain Foundation Singapore, 

is a public chain project of underlying platform of application in integration with the online 

gambling game entertainment positioned in the blockchain. Its original intention is to reform the 

problems in traditional gambling industry such as fraud, non-openness and non-transparency, 

unreliable conversion, centralization and regionalization by taking advantage of Decentralized, 

Trustless, Collectively maintain, Reliable Database and other features of the blockchain technology 
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so as to create a safe and reliable public chain community of the gambling entertainment. 

2.2 Design philosophy 

2.2.1 Fairness 

EnGameChain provides the relevant technical standard of the application platform and fair 

game to ensure fairness of game process and result of the gambling entertainment application and 

avoid the undeserved loss suffered by users because game result is manipulated by application 

providers (namely, CP).  

2.2.2 Openness 

EnGameChain expects to make itself an important source of revenue for development teams 

by closely cooperating with global gambling entertainment application developers and provides 

stable API interface, data analysis tool, simple access process and fair and healthy platform with 

benign competition for them, facilitating a rapid growth of small teams and offering stable revenue 

for big companies. 

2.2.3 Legality 

The legal concept of EnGameChain mainly refers to the security of policies and laws and 

regulations. The business models of the project and product structures violate by no means laws and 

regulations of the countries in which the operation is made. It does not touch the red line and 

completely avoids falling in grey zone. In other words, the products and operating model of 

EnGameChain are 100% compliant and legal. 

2.2.4 Compatibility 

EnGameChain devotes itself to reform the online gambling industry. However, it does not mean 

to simply cut the correlation with the original industrial chains. A flexible design of the model of 

the project ensures that digital asset users and non-digital asset users can have access to the platform 

and guarantees the best seamless access of basic user group and application group. It also provides 
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users and market with transitional scheme besides creating application scenarios for the economy 

of blockchain. 

2.3 Industrial value 

EnGameChain platform can solve the aforementioned industrial pain points fundamentally. 

Simultaneously, EnGameChain has a good influence on both the online gambling industry and the 

economic industry of blockchain. 

2.3.1 User dimension 

The gambling entertainment platform using such technologies as decentralization and smart 

contract of the blockchain can eliminate falseness and fraud, increase users’ reliance on the platform 

and improve public trust, ensuring fairness and impartiality of users playing the game on the 

platform. Simultaneously, the competitive environment of the platform can also help users select 

high-quality application rapidly. The speed of transferring the token on EnGameChain can reach 6-

8 seconds. It is more convenient and fast to make cross-border and cross-application conversion of 

chips. Last but not the least, the stable currency option provided in the application can help users 

avert exchange rate risk. 

2.3.2 Agent dimension 

The public chain of EnGameChain will be extended to the users all over the world and the 

gambling entertainment application. The radius for the original upstream and downstream clients of 

the agents will be expanded to some extent. The innovation of T+0 real-time payment helps the 

agents evade management risk of payment days. A unique token system of EnGameChain provides 

the agents with a new channel of EGC hedging gains. 

2.3.3 Platform dimension 

EnGameChain platform provides convenient and fast development kits, which can have a rapid 

access with low threshold to all kinds of common gambling entertainment projects and even make 

one-click deployment. The consensus mechanism and smart contract constraint are available for all 
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applications, ensuring fair environment of competition on the platform and effectively preventing 

the situation of “bad money drives out good” in the market from happening. 

2.3.4 Regulatory dimension 

The public chain of EnGameChain supports inquiry and derivation of payment statement in 

the application. The regulators in the gambling special zone can effectively count and regulate 

income and expenses of the platform and application so as to guarantee tax revenue. Simultaneously, 

such anonymous records made public are also conducive to monitor application quality and manage 

users’ behavior. 

2.3.5 Industrial dimension 

The token system design of EnGameChain allows the application on the platform to use side 

chain token and anchor with legal money of the place in which there is the application. This move 

is not only to protect users’ benefit but also provide main chain token --- EGC with real application 

scenarios: as a medium of settlement and conversion of application token, it is also a good hedging 

tool. Token providers, agents and even common users can make hedging gains through EGC and 

exchange rate of application token. 

2.4 Project advantages 

EnGameChain project team integrates superior resources from various aspects such as the 

government in the gambling special zone, game application and development and operation and 

blockchain technology, having preconditions and guarantee for the rapid development and 

implementation, steady drainage operation and sustainable and healthy development. 

2.4.1 Government policies 

Gambling is an entertainment consumption, playing a similar role with the tertiary industry in 

stimulating consumption, driving relevant industry development and providing employment. Some 

countries or regions expect to propel their own economic development through the gambling 

industry, of which, a part of regulatory powers expect to use the blockchain technology to create the 
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integrated online and offline public chain of the gambling game entertainment by cooperating with 

EnGameChain. 

EnGameChain project gets support from CEZA government. The revenue from the gambling 

in CEZA was conservatively estimated to reach USD 4 billion in 2017. Thousands of online 

gambling application companies have been registered and operated, having a relatively huge 

influence in Asia-Pacific region. The Philippines is actively pushing forward the research on digital 

assets utilization scheme. CEZA Chief Executive hopes that the government can be assisted to 

regulate the online gambling market through the utilization of blockchain. 

EnGameChain project is proposed to sign cooperation with the government of the Philippines, 

which issues the relevant business licenses for EnGameChain. The Philippines will become the first 

gambling special zone implementing public chain application of EnGameChain at that time. All 

online gambling places will use the token system provided by EnGameChain as chips. 

2.4.2 Application developers 

Relying on the largest online game application cluster in southern China, the capital side of 

EnGameChain project operates hundreds of mobile game APP actually, among which there is no 

lack of DAU IPs with tens of millions of traffic that are hugely charismatic in the industry. They 

will provide a large number of CP for EnGameChain platform. At present, the registered online 

gambling entertainment application companies known so far in CEZA of the Philippines have 

exceeded 3000, which will have access to the platform successively as per the plan under the 

impetus of the government in the special zone. 

2.4.3 Technical teams 

In the aspect of the blockchain technology, one of shareholders of EnGameChain is a famous 

team of blockchain technology. With mature ability in building public chain, it has ever operated 

many blockchain projects and is a benchmarking team in the industry. In the aspect of the gambling 

entertainment platform, EnGameChain development team also has a long-term experience in the 

development, operation and maintenance of large online gambling entertainment application and 

platform architecture. In the aspect of computing hardware, EnGameChain will customize the 

dedicated mining machine through the famous manufacturer in the industry. The optimized unique 
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chip technology can guarantee the computational efficiency of EnGameChain block. 

2.5 Implementation plan 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 Time Event 

April, 2017 Establishment of EnGameChain project 

May, 2017 Establishment of core team 

June, 2017 Cooperative intention was made with CEZA of the Philippines 

October, 2017 Completion of blockchain technology and business plan design 

December, 2017 Release of EnGameChain White Paper and official website 

January, 2018 Demo of EnGameChain's first application scenario of Texas Hold'em 

Poker was launched 

March, 2018 Private placement of the project 

April, 2018 EnGameChain token enters various exchanges 

June, 2018 EnGameChain application platform is released, a large amount of 

applications are launched 

December, 2018 Main chain development of EnGameChain is completed and launched 

June, 2019 All applications are transferred to main chain, application platform is 

upgraded and open platform is released; EGCBank module is released 

October, 2019 Side chain Token management, wallet and other applications are launched 
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3. Technical scheme of EnGameChain 

3.1 EnGameChain technical pre-research 

3.1.1 Blockchain technology 

The blockchain is a distributed data system participated by multiple nodes. Its biggest feature 

is to have no center node, unalterable and unforgeable. Due to numerous participant nodes, it can 

be said that it is a big account book owning self-confidence mechanism. Both any random data and 

the nodes in the blockchain have a chance to participate in bookkeeping. As data changes, the system 

will choose the nodes with the fastest speed of bookkeeping to record this information. 

Simultaneously, other people are notified to back up the data. In this way, every person in the system 

has a complete account book. It is because of the features mentioned above that the blockchain 

technology receives an extensive attention in many businesses that need to guarantee data 

consistency, fairness and impartiality. 

In traditional online gambling business, all data are recorded in the central server. Users cannot 

see who bet. The detailed computational process of the games is unknowable. Besides, it cannot 

inquire whether the platforms cheat. Therefore, it is a great problem for users’ credibility on the 

platforms. EnGameChain brings the blockchain technology into the platform and keeps 

consumption records of users participating in the game in the blockchain, enabling all data to be 

reliable, checkable and verifiable. The algorithm of random events relied by the game will be also 

put in the blockchain and made public simultaneously. Through mutual confidence mechanism of 

the blockchain per se, self-verification process of the fairness of the platform is completed. 

3.1.2 Smart contract 

   For users, smart contract can be seen as an automatically guaranteed account. As the specific 

conditions are met, the procedure will release and transfer funds. 

In the technical level, smart contract is a code of storage, verification and execution in the 

blockchain. What is different from traditional service code is that all people can see smart contract 

because these codes and state of them are in the blockchain. In addition, smart contract does not 
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depend on a certain specific hardware. As a matter of fact, the codes of smart contract are executed 

by the equipment participating in mining. 

Smart contract is the assembly language of program design in the blockchain. The people 

usually compile it from more advanced language such as Solidity and special-purpose language 

similar to JavaScript. These codes can be easy to make interaction with the blockchain. 

The execution of the codes is automatic. As its set conditions are met, smart contract in the 

blockchain will be executed automatically. Either it is successfully executed or all changes of state 

are cancelled, which can avoid the execution of the contract part. 

3.1.3 PoW and PoS 

Bitcoin realizes autonomy of property right and decentralization through public key system 

and PoW. However, if the simple transaction without discretion is made in a way of traceable 

responsibility as per definite rules, it is not necessary to pursue complete decentralization. For 

example, open source program does not require each person to independently compile source code 

but provide the compiled program for being downloaded. A few people are only needed to make 

compilation for verification. If the bookkeeping system in the blockchain can be designed to be a 

kind of certain and non-discretionary simple transaction with cryptographic evidence left after doing 

evil, such bookkeeping mechanism cannot pursue complete decentralization, thus obtaining higher 

efficiency. 

POS is a kind of special transaction, called as coinsake. In the transaction of coinsake, block 

holders can consume coinage (coinage, coin-holding quantity * coin-holding time) to obtain interest 

and, simultaneously, a block and priority of using POS to create coin for main network generation. 

The first input of coinsake is called as kernel and the target agreement in line with a certain Hash is 

needed. Therefore, the generation of POS block is random. This process is similar to POW. However, 

an important distinction lies in that random hash operation is completed in a limited space. Unlike 

POW, it is sought in an unlimited space. Therefore, unnecessary energy consumption can be saved. 

3.2 Platform design of EnGameChain 

EnGameChain adopts underlying architecture of the blockchain 2.0, which means more 
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macroscopic decentralization towards the whole market. 

3.2.1 Design philosophy 

  As designing overall technology of EnGameChain, we follow design principles as below: 

 Core data blockchain: In order to guarantee fairness and impartibility of the game, we will 

put core transaction data of business in the blockchain. Based on the feature of the blockchain, 

data is guaranteed not to be tampered. Simultaneously, the blockchain browser will be opened 

for the convenience of users inquiring detailed information of the transactions. 

 Combination of centralized architecture with the blockchain: The platform will adopt the 

way that centralized architecture and the blockchain are combined to fully exert their 

respective technical advantages. Under the premise that business is guaranteed, openness and 

transparency of data are also guaranteed simultaneously. 

 Extensibility and high availability: As the platform architecture is designed, technical 

architecture with high availability and extensibility will be adopted. It can make a rapid 

expansion based on reconfiguration of different codes along with an increase in business and 

user volume. Besides that the application can be developed independently by EnGameChain, 

numerous developers are also introduced through open platform to expand the ecology of 

platform. 

3.2.2 Platform model 

Original underlying core technology 

EnGameChain creates a blockchain system with public chain nature, friendly compatibility 

with private chain and alliance chain, integrating and innovating traditional thought of the 

blockchain technology such as POW, POS, ZDPOS, POB, smart contract and DNS to design 

graphics state machine parallel drive engine in support of multithreading concurrent transactions 

and establish underlying technical core of the blockchain. 

Various application scenarios adaptive to the gambling entertainment 

The basic platform of the blockchain suitable for various business scenarios is established and 

optimized, mainly satisfying the requirements of the online gambling game entertainment scenario 

and other aspects. Based on functional smart contract system of the blockchain, EnGameChain 

adopts templated functional mode with modularization and componentization to establish the whole 
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platform. According to design principles of EnGameChain public chain and requirements of product 

positioning, research and development is made aiming at application scenarios of smart contract. 

As per different application scenarios, diverse function modules are selected to make combination 

to satisfy actual service needs. Simultaneously, because the project of issuers obtains digitized 

analysis in many ways in EnGameChain with smart matching, intelligent recommendation, 

intelligent decision and smart autonomy, game requirements from all parties are involved through 

programmable smart contract. 

New-type algorithm solves the problem of energy consumption 

Based on POW mechanism adopted by Bitcoin public chain and Ethereum public chain, 

EnGameChain realizes AI ASIC chip friendly consensus algorithm so as to enable mining stress to 

be applied to the field of AI hardware acceleration, thus solving the problem of hardware 

consumption of POW mechanism. 

Reasonable and safe system architecture 

The system is divided into three parts: underlying encapsulation blockchain service, interlayer 

as component layer and upper layer as application layer. 

The underlying provides perfect blockchain service, including such four aspects as networking 

protocol, data storage, consensus mechanism and security mechanism. The interlayer provides 

development kits of blockchain and encapsulates blockchain for the convenience of upper 

application layer calling and monitoring blockchain service as well as establishing smart contract. 

The upper layer builds trusted application based on business scenarios, operating the assets by 

calling the contract, of which, it is compatible with UTXO model and transaction data structure of 

Bitcoin in the layer of data transaction and transmission so as to realize high-speed concurrence and 

controllable anonymity. 
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Diagram of three-tier architecture in the system 

 

Unique digital wallet design 

BIP32/43/44 idea will be introduced into EnGameChain wallet design, providing the support 

for multi-currency, multiple accounts, multiple-address and multi-key. BIP44 provides a kind of 

suggest of 5-layer path: (1) determination of path rule; (2) currency; (3) account; (4) change; (5) 

address index. Only by preserving a main private key, users can control all currencies and assets 

wallet of all accounts. BIP44 provides a good support for change mechanism. As long as users 

don’t use the same address to make collections for many times, they can avoid signing with the 

same private key repeatedly, thus evading the risk of exposing private key. A seamless connection 

of digital assets in various digital currencies with EnGameChain is supported to form a high-

efficiency agent center of light wallet. A great deal of complicated technical details is shielded so 

as to simplify reliable and safe payment of common users. Simultaneously, BC APIC Gateway of 

EnGameChain is developed. Functions like asset package, protocol conversion, contract 

Development kits of blockchain 

Contract module 

Networking protocol 

Consensus mechanism Security mechanism 

Data storage Function 
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conversion, smart routing and other functions are made to the operation of EnGameChain. 

3.3 Example of application scenarios (solution to Texas 

Hold’em Poker) 

3.3.1 Start gambling party 

Texas Hold'em Poker will be first multiplayer game contract operated in EnGameChain. All 

EnGameChain users can participate in the game through EnGameChain wallet. The users 

participating in the game will package their own information such as public key, wallet and 

timestamp in a way of submitting the information and broadcast the information to miner node after 

signing private key. Miner node checks whether the corresponding address has enough coins to 

participate in gambling party according to the block information, distributing gambling party by 

packaging the information to the block. 

Miner node will randomly distribute the users in different lines, grouping as per the number of 

game players. Simultaneously, the calculation of the algorithm starts in all bookkeeping nodes of 

EnGameChain. The simple calculation is used to fight for the qualification of dealer, similar to the 

croupier in the gambling party. It is hereinafter called as “croupier” node for easy understanding. 

Croupier node is a valid node randomly selected from the whole EnGameChain network, fighting 

for ownership once as per the same way. Four nodes are determined as croupier nodes ultimately. 

The information such as all participants’ public key in the corresponding gambling party and public 

key of four nodes will be packaged to form start block of gambling party, which is broadcast to the 

block network. After being confirmed, the first croupier node calculates once 2*N (N is the number 

of people participating in the gambling party) private cards and 5 public cards needed in the 

gambling party: private cards are encrypted with public key of the corresponding players. First three 

public cards are doubly encrypted with public key of the second and first croupier node successively. 

The fourth public card is triply encrypted with public key of the third, second and first croupier node 

successively. The fifth public card is fourfold encrypted with public key of the fourth, third, second 

and first croupier node successively. 

After the operation mentioned above is completed, the information of the executed results will 
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be broadcast to the latest block. In addition, the library of ciphertext and the present information of 

gambling tables are encrypted to form HASH. Gambling party starts. Each public key in the 

gambling party is in the application of wallet. You can check your own private card through the 

block information and directly decrypt with a private key to view the plaintext of the private card 

directly. The second, third and fourth croupier node in this link is randomly selected from all 

presently active croupier nodes. Therefore, all croupier nodes in the block network make attempt to 

encrypt public cards covered by the gambling party. 

3.3.2 Blind bet 

In the link of blind bet, all addresses of public keys are transferred to the fixed contract address 

for locking. The contract can be executed automatically. According to newly-released block data, 

the ownership of coin is decided. The owner of coin is identified automatically for token return. 

After blind bet ends, the first croupier node can check hash state of the present gambling party 

through block information. If the first covered public card needs to be opened, the first node 

respectively decrypted the covered public cards with multiple encryptions. The result of decryption 

is broadcast to the blockchain network. At this moment, the second croupier node can decrypt the 

first covered public card with only one encryption. In a similar way, as the second covered public 

card needs to be opened, the second croupier node also decrypts the second and third covered public 

card simultaneously. This mechanism can avoid the risk that the subsequent nodes decrypt the 

covered public cards in advance. First three public cards of hash in this gambling party are decrypted 

with their own private keys. It’s broadcast after decryption. Various wallet systems involved into 

the gambling party obtain plaintext content of public cards according to the updated block data, 

from which the link of smart contract bet is entered. 

In a similar way, the subsequent croupier nodes decrypt public cards and broadcast successively. 

After the appointed hash of gambling party is processed by croupier nodes, there will be a bet link 

constrained by smart contract, conducted alternatively. 

3.3.3 Settlement 

In the link of settlement, bookkeeping nodes obtain hash of gambling party awaited for 

settlement from the block, encrypting all records of gambling party and the corresponding private 
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cards of various addresses with all public keys involved into gambling party for the purpose of 

reverse verification. After the information about gambling party and all encrypted data are verified 

and checked, they are signed by bookkeeping nodes. The verification result is disclosed in the latest 

block. Simultaneously, smart contract is executed. It will issue the corresponding deserved coins of 

various addresses as per the rules of Texas Hold'em Poker and calculation result of gambling party, 

returning to the address involved in gambling party. 

3.3.4 Reward and punishment mechanism 

Croupier nodes will reward virtual coins as gambling party ends successfully. If croupier nodes 

cannot complete the task of generating, encrypting or decrypting cards undertaken by themselves 

(for example, croupier 2-4 fail to decrypt public card and broadcast within the required time), 

punishment mechanism will be implemented (for example, they can act as croupier again in the 

subsequent gambling party after a certain amount of computing tasks is completed). Additionally, 

every breach of contract from croupier nodes is recorded in the block. This recorded information 

will seriously influence the probability of being distributed as croupier nodes. If a certain number 

is exceeded, they are not allowed to act as croupier nodes. The players in the gambling party also 

require the stability of nodes because of decryption of private cards, needing to provide private key 

at the time of settlement of gambling party. If the nodes are offline, EnGameChain will wait for a 

number of blocks. If decryption of private key cannot be provided yet in excess of waiting time, a 

part of coins will be deducted as punishment as per smart contract. The priority of croupier nodes is 

also calculated according to total amount of EnGameChain held by the present nodes, being judged 

by EnGameChain as credit score. 

3.3.5 Openness, fairness and impartibility 

EnGameChain will disclose all game behavior, operation and result data to guarantee 

transparency of game mechanism, completely making core data public and transparent. The detailed 

process and result information about any gambling party of historical block replay can be inquired. 

The nodes and table-board are distributed as per random and fair algorithm. Oraclize form is 

introduced to generate random number. It completely makes all time uncontrollable and 

unpredictable. Various nodes and wallet applications are executed in the game relying on smart 
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contract. Contract principles cannot be tampered. It is not necessary to audit regulators. According 

to the smart contract, settlement, restraint and punishment process are completed. 

3.4 Token system 

3.4.1 Design thought 

The online gambling industry owning numerous users has its memory economy, including 

supply of special chips/token. These tokens are valuable and often sold in the secondary market. 

However, inflation, fraud and network theft threaten users' economic security. 

Case: Mr. A wins a big prize on the gambling platform through token, obtaining ten times of 

token rewards. However, token is shorted maliciously by the rival of this gambling platform in a 

short game time, losing 99% of market value. Mr. A has a heavy fall. Gambling platform is also 

persecuted on groundless charges and receives many bad comments. 

Through a careful research on the alleged blockchain gambling and quizzes platform already 

existing in the market, we realized that if users participate in all application bets through the only 

token, they probably need to digest double uncertainties: (1) fluctuation in token price similar to a 

certain exchange fluctuation; (2) earnings/losses brought about by quizzes behavior. The direction 

of these two uncertainties is either same or opposite. Risks are brought to users probably due to 

alternation of market forces. 

In order to protect market participants including application developers and users on the 

platform as well as healthy operation of EnGameChain, users probably need a kind of relatively 

stable token for participation in the game. The system-level anchoring currency can be realized on 

main chain frame of EnGameChain. However, considering that such system-level anchoring 

currency needs sufficient demands, circulation channel, fluidity and acceptance dealer (arbitrager) 

to maintain this sort of mechanism, its volume of transaction cannot be compared with the 

decentralized exchanges as a simple online gambling application platform. Deficient volume of 

transaction, circulation channel, fluidity and arbitrager cannot realize stable system-level anchoring. 

In order to avoid system-level risk and provide a relatively constant anchoring token, 

EnGameChain does not adopt system-level anchoring token as a scheme but brings in options of 
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anchoring token in a specific range of application (for example: a certain anchoring scheme is 

suitable for stationary use of the whole DAPP, use of some gambling game sessions or use of some 

user groups) to give application owners who decide whether to open this option. Users of a certain 

specific application can also choose the corresponding quizzes application and event type to manage 

their own risk exposure according to their own risk preference. 

3.4.2 EnGameCoin (EGC) 

EnGameCoin, EGC for short, mainly has four uses: 

1. It is used to pay/convert and call consuming fuel needed by smart contract, namely, proof of 

work; 

2. It is directly used as circulating token of sports guessing application; 

3. If DAPP has side chain representative, EGC can be used as conversion medium of side chain 

token; 

4. Hedging tool of token market; 

3.4.3 Side chain token 

As an open platform, EnGameChain allows application to enter sharing users and ecological 

service. According to magnitude of application and scenario difference: 

1. EnGameChain also allows DAPP to choose whether to start using self-owned side chain 

token, which is deemed as Token of application itself; 

2. Many DAPPs are allowed to choose to use identical Token as token; 

3. Side chain token can choose to make anchoring with legal currency used by a certain 

economic entity to stabilize currency and protect user value; 
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3.4.4 Working principle 

 

Relation of legal currency and EGC with side chain token 

 

Side Chain Token 

A. The gambling platform connected in public chain (CP) issues token under EnGameChain. 

As game chips of this platform, token makes anchoring with regional legal currency or 

appointed legal currency in the place where application is made; 

B. Immediate conversion is made between cross-platforms through EGC; 

C. Presence rate and turnover rate of chips are made public as CP health index for the 

convenience of regulation and users selecting application; 

EnGameCoin（EGC） 

EnGameCoin (EGC) 

A. It serves for the system, completing high-efficiency settlement and conversion. Customers 

do not have to possess it; 

B. As main medium of settlement, EGC has different functions such as circulation, payment, 

hedge and speculation; 

 

Legal coin 

A. It is compatible with existing users of the online gambling (non-digital currency users). 

Users cannot feel conversion process between legal coin and token; 

B. Except for settlement, conversion, hedge, transaction of exchange rate difference, users do 

not need to possess EGC; 

C. It maintains stability of legal coin of various countries, ensuring its purchasing power to 

connect with the reality on various gambling platforms; 

 

Fixed exchange rate anchoring 

Real-time exchange Real-time exchange 

Legal currencies of various countries 
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3.5 Product system 

EnGameChain project will ultimately launch the integrated online gambling entertainment 

industrial ecology composed of the components including main chain (covering application 

platform API, EGC monitoring module, EGCBank module), gambling entertainment application 

platform, token management terminal, independently-developed gambling entertainment 

application group. 
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4. Digital asset replacement plan  

4.1 About EnGameCoin (EGC) 

Token of EnGameChain is EnGameCoin, EGC for short. EnGameChain's aim is to let 

EGC become third-generation leading representative of encrypted digital currency with 

socialized, popularized and large-scale commercial application after first-generation BTC and 

second-generation ETH. 

Before the development of public chain is completed, the priority is given to Ethereum 

on which the development is made. EGC of this moment is decentralized blockchain digital 

assets issued on a basis of Ethereum. It is ERC2.0 standard token based on Ethereum 

blockchain, with Token as token and bet. The used core algorithm mainly has three: SHA256 

secure hash algorithm, ECDSA elliptic curve encryption algorithm and PBFT consensus 

algorithm. 

After the development of public chain is completed, EGC under Ethereum will be 

replaced with EGC of EnGameChain public chain as per 1:1 ratio at that time. Total constant 

amount of EGC is 100 billion. Additional issue will never be made. EGC conversion supports 

such digital currency as Ethereum and Bitcoin. At the stage of private placement, the concrete 

amount of EGC exchanged by each Bitcoin or Ethereum is subject to investment strategy 

released by EGC. 

Within 6 months after digital asset replacement plan is implemented, EGC completes 

issuance and launching the platform. The team will keep a good communication with 

numerous exchanges to guarantee that token can have access to many large-scale mainstream 

exchanges. 

4.2 EnGameChain Foundation 

EnGameChain Foundation (hereinafter the “Foundation”) is a non-profit entity founded in 

Singapore. As initiative entity of EnGameChain blockchain gambling entertainment platform, 

the Foundation will devote itself to development and construction of the projects and 
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governance of transparency, advocating and promoting the work and facilitating safe and 

harmonious development. 

The team entrusts third-party institution with credibility to help them establish foundation 

entity in Singapore and maintain daily operation and report of physical architecture. After 

foundation is established, the proper community participants are selected to join in functional 

committee of foundation so as to jointly take part in actual management and decision.  

4.3 Restrictions on asset use 

The use of EnGameChain assets must follow open and transparent principles. According to the 

budget, independent account and digital asset wallet address are established for use. The trustee 

agency supervises flow direction of digital asset and shares with community regularly. If value 

exceeds USD 100 thousand (or equivalent digital asset), it needs to be approved by a person in 

charge of financial unit and general secretary. If value exceeds USD 1 million (or equivalent digital 

asset), it needs to be approved by decision committee. 

4.4 Financial planning and implementation report 

Financial and HR management committee establish financial planning and summarize 

quarterly executive condition of finance, preparing financial report submitted to decision committee 

for approval. 

4.5 Digital asset management 

The Strategic Decision Committee authorizes full-time financial staff to be responsible for and 

arrange the digital asset belonging to EnGameChain Foundation. The financial staff is arranged to 

make independent and timely bookkeeping about the transactions of digital asset and legal currency, 

obeying the stipulations of financial internal control. Foundation adopts multiple signatures to 

guarantee security and accuracy of the assets. All collected legal currency is converted to digital 

asset in time and saved in the wallet. The assets of foundation are not allowed to be saved in personal 

account. 
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Digital wallet is managed based on independent principle. The wallet of EnGameChain 

Foundation adopts 4/7 multiple signatures. If signature is added, it needs to be authorized by the 

Strategic Decision Committee. The cold storage is made for a large amount of token. The way of 

multiple signatures is used for a small amount of token. Foundation will disclose development, 

operation, commercial promotion and its management to community every year. 

Quarterly financial report is prepared about financial condition of foundation. Similarly, 

annual auditing report is disclosed. Foundation founds Public Relations Committee as a window to 

the outside. It convenes release conference regularly and irregularly, disclosing important news to 

the public. 

4.6 Distribution plan 

4.6.1 Basic distribution information 

Project website Official website 

Abbreviation 

of tokens 

EGC 

Total quantity 

of token 

100 billion, never increase 

Conversion of 

tokens 

1 ETH = 1.6 million EGC 

Financing plan Digital asset replacement plan is divided into two parts, private placement and 

public placement. Total amount is 40% (40 billion EGC) EGC. Lower limit for 

placement is 20000ETH (32 billion). 

Specific distribution as below: (1) Private placement: discounted footstone and 

private placement are 72% of total placement (28.8 billion EGC). If presale of 

28.8 billion EGC is completed or fundraising amount reaches 13,000 ETH (or 

1000 BTC), it is deemed that private placement ends. (2) Public placement: it 

occupies 28% of total placement (11.2 billion). Total fundraising amount does 

not exceed 7000 ETH (or 535 BTC). 

 

 

4.6.2 Description of discount for placement 

Category Proportion Qty ETH Discount 

rate 

Description 
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Footstone 42% 
16.8 

billion 
7000 1:1.5 

Purchase: 140ETH per share 

Release: 50% 

Lock: 50% (this part is 

released once a month and 

completed within 5 months) 

Private 

placement 
30% 

12 

billion 
6000 1:1.25 

Purchase: 150ETH per share 

Release: 70% 

Lock: 30% (this part is 

released once a month and 

completed within 3 months) 

Public 

placement 
28% 

11.2 

billion 
7000 1：1 

Purchase: 2ETH. Less than 

5ETH for the first time 

No lock and free 

*Information like specific time of implementing digital asset replacement plan and exchange ratio is 

subject to official release. 

4.7 Allocation plan of tokens 

A permanent number of 100 billion (EGC) tokens in total are created in EnGameChain public chain. 

Proportion Qty Allocation plan Remarks 

40% 40 billion 
Private placement and 

public issue 

The investors make contributions of manpower, resources, 

materials and technology in the process of development of 

EnGameChain. Therefore tokens are given to them in return. 

15% 15 billion Team building 

For EnGameChain technical team, platform running team, 

management decision team, financial team and brainpower 

advisory board, it is released in 30 months by installment after 6 

months of frozen period. 

20% 20 billion POW+POS 

As functional nodes of game platform, they maintain fairness 

and execution reward of various game contracts 

15% 15 billion Market promotion 

Early promotion of EnGameChain public chain, reward for 

community contribution at early stage, agent reward, token 

replacement and so on 
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10% 10 billion Fund 

It is held by EnGameChain Foundation in Singapore, as a reserve 

for project development at later stage. The frozen period is 3 

years. It is released in 20 months by installment. 

4.8 Unlocking plan of tokens 

Tokens held by the team will be released 6 months after public placement. The scheme is as below: 

 

 

10% (15 billion) held by Singapore-based project foundation will be unlocked 36 months after 

EnGameChain issues token. Release amount and plan are specified as below: 

40%

• Release at initial stage (6 billion)

•It is released  in 12 months, 8.333% of total amount each 

month (500 million) 

40%

• Release at stage II (6 billion)

•It is released  in 12 months, 8.333% of total amount each 

month (500 million) 

20%

• Release at stage III (3 billion)

•It is released  in 6 months, 16.67% of total amount each month 

(500 million) 
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* If the plan is altered, it is subject to official release. 

4.9 Capital use planning 

 

Technology R&D 40% 

The expenses are spent on the exploration of blockchain core technology, EnGameChain public 

chain R&D, and core product R&D such as public chain of gambling entertainment game industry 

and blockchain gambling service as well as establishment of underlying framework, early 

60%

• Release at stage IV

•It is released  in 12 months, 8.333% of total amount each 

month (500 million) 

40%

• Release at stage V (4 billion)

•It is released  in 8 months, 12.5% of total amount each 

month (500 million) 

Legal adviser 5% 

Technology R&D 5% 

Global operations 25% 

Market promotion 20% 

Security 10% 
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technology development, operation and maintenance at earlier stage and relevant technical team 

building. 

Global operation 25% 

In order to guarantee that EnGameChain public chain can make high-efficiency operation and 

stably improve market share, we will employ professional operation and management staff to build 

high-efficiency operation team. Simultaneously, in order to improve continuity, expansibility and 

stability of the platform, we will carry out refined operation and pay more attention to long-term 

process and standardized level. 

Market promotion 20% 

It is used for global promotion, brand building, marketing and commerce expense of 

EnGameChain public chain and other fields. 

Legal adviser 5% 

The blockchain is an emerging industry. The laws and regulations of various countries will 

have a great impact on the platform. The compliance will become a key to long-term success of the 

blockchain. On the one hand, we set special budget aiming at legal risks that probably occur. On the 

other hand, auditing and accounting procedures will be strictly implemented and a sound legal 

process will be established so as to guarantee that we conform to regulatory requirements of various 

laws and regulations. 

Security 10% 

The team of EnGameChain public chain will make every endeavor to guarantee the security of 

users’ assets. Therefore, in the aspect of security, we will spare no efforts to reach bank-level 

standard of security. 
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5. Risk warnings 

5.1 Risk of token loss caused by lost certificates 

  The token purchased by the investors involved in private placement is likely to be associated with 

an EnGameChain account number before being distributed to purchasers. The only way to enter 

account number of EnGameChain public chain platform is relevant login credentials selected by 

purchasers. If these credentials are lost, the tokens are not found as a result. The best way to safely 

store login credentials is that purchases put token in another or more places for safe storage. In 

addition, they had better not be exposed to work place. 

5.2 Risk related to Ethereum core protocol 

  Before EnGameChain public chain is launched, token and EnGameChain application program 

are developed on a basis of Ethereum core protocol. Therefore, any fault that occurs to Ethereum 

core protocol, unexpected functional problem or attack probably cause suspension or afunction of 

token or EnGameChain application in an unpredictable way. Besides, the value of account number 

in Ethereum protocol is likely to increase or decrease in the same way with token or other ways. 

  Other information about Ethereum protocol: http://www.ethereum.org 

5.3 Risk related to purchaser certificate 

  If any third party obtains login credentials or private key of purchasers, it's likely to directly 

control purchasers' token. In order to minimize this risk, purchasers must protect their electronic 

equipment in case uncertified access request gets through and visits equipment content. 

5.4 Risk related to judicial supervision 

  The blockchain technology has become a main object regulated by various major countries in the 

world. If regulators intervenes or imposes the influence, EnGameChain application or token can be 

influenced. For example, if the decree restricts use and sale, electronic tokens such as BTC, ETH 
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and EGC are possible to be restricted. The development of EnGameChain platform application is 

impeded and even directly terminated. 

5.5 Risk of application lacking attention 

  It is possible that EnGameChain community application is not used by a large number of 

individuals or organizations. This means that the public do not have enough interest to exploit and 

develop these relevant distributed applications. Such phenomenon is likely to impose negative 

effects on ICO and EnGameChain community application. 

5.6 Risk of application or product unable to reach its 

own or purchasers' expectation 

  EnGameChain public chain platform application is in the development stage at present. Before 

official version is released, it might be greatly altered. The expectation or imagination from any 

EnGameChain community or purchaser on the function or form (including participants' behavior) 

of EnGameChain community application or token might not reach the anticipation. Any incorrect 

analysis and alteration of design are likely to result in the occurrence of such situation. 

5.7 Risk of hacker or theft 

  Hacker or other organizations or countries have the possibility of making attempt to break the 

function of EnGameChain public chain application or token in any way, including service attack, 

Sybil attack, tour attack, malicious software attack or consistency attack and so on. 

5.8 Risk of bug or cryptography development 

  The rapid development of cryptography or technological development such as the development 

of quantum computer will probably bring risk of decryption to encrypted token and EnGameChain 

community, which is likely to cause the loss of token.  
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5.9 Risk of token mining attack 

  Just like other decentralized cryptography token and encrypted token, the blockchain used for 

EnGameChain community application is also easy to suffer mining attack, such as double attack, 

high hash-rate attack, "self-interest" mining attack, excessive competition attack. Any successful 

attack is a kind of risk for EnGameChain public chain platform application and token. Although 

EnGameChain works hard to improve system security, the risk of mining attack mentioned above 

truly exists.  

5.10 Risk of deficient maintenance or use 

First, tokens should not be regarded as an investment. Although it may gain some value after a 

period of time, yet if there is a deficiency in the maintenance or application for the EnGameChain 

main chain, the value may become rather small. If that circumstance happen, it is possible that no 

or few followers on this platform, which is obviously adverse for the token. 

5.11 Risk of uninsured loss 

Unlike bank accounts or other accounts in financial agencies, savings in accounts in 

EnGameChain main chain platform or in Ethereum network do not have any insurance. Therefore, 

losses under any circumstances will not be insured by any public individuals or organizations, but 

organizations such as FDIC or private insurance companies will provide insurance for purchasers.  

5.12 Risk of project dissolution 

There exists a possibility that EnGameChain may possibly at any time suffer a serious setbacks 

or direct dissolution due to various reasons, including the fluctuation in price, problems with the 

application of public chain, the breakdown of business relationships, or the claim for intellectual 

property. 
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5.13 Faulty risk 

  EnGameChain platform may fail to provide service normally due to various errors, and it may 

even lead to the loss of users' tokens. 

5.14 Other unexpected risks 

Cryptographic token is a new and untested technology. Besides the risks mentioned in this 

white paper, there may exist some risks that have not been mentioned or expected by EnGameChain 

team, which may appear suddenly, or appear in ways of combining various risks mentioned above. 

 


